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How to turn off orbit sprinkler valve

Turn off the main water supply to the sprinkler system, and hook up an air compressor to the system. Pressurize the tank to about 60 psi and then open on of the valves manually. Run that station for 2 to 3 minutes to allow all the water to be removed from the system. Shut that valve off and pressurize the tank again. Can individual sprinkler heads be
turned off? Rotor (or gear heads) can not be shut off. You have to unscrew the head out of the ground and cap it off. There are 2 exceptions to that. Both the Hunter PGP & I-20 come with an assortment of nozzles including a blank so you could install the blank nozzle and no water will come out. How do I protect my sprinkler system from freezing?
Insulate your assets: Shut off the water supply to the irrigation system. The main shut off valve for your irrigation system needs to be protected against freezing. Make sure it is wrapped with insulation (foam insulation tape and a plastic bag) to protect it from harsh winter temperatures and prevent it from freezing. Where is the sprinkler shut off
valve located? The main shutoff valve is located on your irrigation system. The main water supply is between the sprinkler controller and your home. Near a faucet bib is where the main shutoff is located. The main valve may be placed in a box to protect it from the elements. Why does my sprinkler valve not turn off? If your irrigation system does not
turn off, you need to isolate the problem. This starts by checking the main water line and the controller. If those are working, then you need to locate the valves and check to see whether they are dirty, the diaphragm is torn, or the solenoid is broken. Why does my orbit sprinkler not shut off? Orbit sprinklers rely on a series of control mechanism to
work properly. A valve, solenoid and timers all work together to keep the water flowing. If any of these devices is damaged, the sprinkler may not shut off automatically. Loading… How to set the orbit sprinkler station time? 1 Choose the watering duration for the stations by sliding each switch to its desired time from 2 to 120 minutes. 2 To skip a
station, move the station’s slide switch to the MANUAL OFF position at the bottom of the slide. 3 Set the program slide switch for each station that you want to assign to program A or B, or A and B. What kind of valve is an orbit sprinkler? Orbit sprinkler valves are designed for automated irrigation systems and are controlled by a computerized timer
box. What to do if your sprinkler valve does not shut off? If a valve does not come on, check the wiring and the solenoid to find the problem. Press “Clear” to stop the manual watering cycle at any time, or slide the the switch to the “Manual Off” position for the “Individual Station Slide” models. If a valve does not shut off, debris inside of it is likely
causing the problem. Solenoid valves are used to replace manual valves so they can be controlled remotely valve, according to Crane Engineering. The electronic controls in the solenoid valve are what makes it possible to control it this way.The Parts of a Solenoid ValveSolenoid Valves, such as a Burkert solenoid valve and Kip solenoid valves, have
two main parts, as noted by Crane Engineering. Those parts are the solenoid which is basically an electromagnet and the valve body. Two or more openings, or orifices, are housed in the valve body. The unit that makes up the solenoid has some other components in it. Those other components are the plunger, a coil, a second plunger, a sleeve
assembly and material that seals the unit.About the ElectromagnetThe electromagnetic solenoid coil that powers the solenoid valve is what makes it open and close, as noted by Crane Engineering. When the electromagnetic coil that’s housed within the solenoid becomes energized, it raises and lowers the plunger. The plunger is seated inside of tubeshaped sleeve, and the plunger’s movement within the sleeve opens and closes the orifice — or opening — of the valve.2/2 ValvesAs gases and liquids flow through pipes, solenoid valves open and close the flow as well as dose and distribute the proper mix of the gases or liquids, according to Tameson. The circuit function is determined by the solenoid
valve’s purpose. For example, a 2/2 valve is made with two ports. One port is an inlet and the other is an outlet. A 2/2 valve has only two positions, and those positions are open or closed.3/2 ValvesWhen a valve needs to be able to switch between circuits, use a 3/3 valve. A 3/3 valve has a total of three ports plus two positions. The functions a 3/2 valve
can perform are normally closed, normally open, universal and diverting. Using this type of valve increases the possible combinations of valves that can be used for a single construction process. Symbols can be used to indicate what each does.Solenoid Valve AdvantagesThere are a lot of advantages to using solenoid valves. Versatility is one of them
and expense is another, according to Crane Engineering. It’s possible to create a number of unique applications for air handling, water movement, and also for working with oil, gas and steam that need to flow in specific patterns. You can direct almost any gaseous or liquid substance through a solenoid valve. Solenoid valves provide an effective and
efficient way to control the flow of liquid or gas automatically. Lower cost is another advantage you gain by using a solenoid valve. Solenoid valves don’t require much in the way of wiring, effort or expense compared to other types of valves. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Q. I just restarted my sprinkler system after it had been
winterized. When I turned on the water to the system, all the valves stations came on at once, as if by-passing the timer unit. Even when I turn the timer unit Off, the sprinklers keep running. A. This is a common problem when restarting after your sprinkler system has been winterized, or after the system has been turned off for an extended period
of time. It also often occurs with brand new solenoid valves that have just been installed. There are a couple of possible problems that can cause this, so we’ll look at a couple of solutions. One of the tricks below should get your irrigation valves opening and closing properly again. Air Trapped in the Valve: The valves may have air trapped in them.
A small bubble of air becomes trapped in the tiny water ports of the valve, this stops the water from flowing through the port. Since the water flowing through the port is what holds the valve diaphragm closed, the valve stays open. 1. Turn on the main water supply. 2. Now go to the individual valves and using the manual open & close control on the
valve. The manual open & close control is either a lever on the valve (most often it is under the valve’s solenoid), or it may be a screw on the top of the valve bonnet. If it is a screw don’t fully remove it, just open it until water starts squirting out. Set it to open, wait a few seconds, then set back to closed. If the valve doesn’t close within a minute, try
it again. It may take several tries to get the air bubble to “burp” itself out. Try tapping the valve to dislodge the air while the valve is open if needed. Note: old plastic valves may become brittle and crack when tapped, so if the valve is plastic and old don’t tap on it except as a last resort if the air doesn’t come out. 3. If that doesn’t fix the problem,
you can almost always force the air out using the manual flow control on the valves. Unfortunately, some inexpensive valves do not have a flow control. The flow control is a handle, similar to what a manual valve has, that is on the top of the valve. It works just like a regular faucet, turn clockwise to close. Most flow controls have a hand operated
flow control, others have a cross handle that is turned using a tool (pliers will work if you don’t have the special valve opening tool.) A few valves have a screw for the flow control that requires a screwdriver to turn. Try completely closing and then reopening the manual flow control on each valve. That should force the air out and fix the problem.
Valve Needs to be Throttled: If air in the valve doesn’t seem to be the problem it is possible that your valves don’t have enough pressure differential and they need to be throttled in order for them to close by themselves. Here’s how to throttle them using the flow control adjustment: Note: some inexpensive valves do not have a flow control adjustment
feature on them. If that is the case you are not going to be able to do this. You will need to replace the valve with a better quality valve that has a flow control. 1. Use the manual flow control on each valve to close all of the valves. Now the main water supply should be on, but none of the valves should be allowing water through. So no sprinklers are
running. 2. Start with just one valve at a time. Rotate the manual on/off lever to the on position. Open the manual flow control knob all the way (turn as far as it will go counterclockwise). The valve should come on and sprinklers run. 3. Next rotate the manual on/off lever under the solenoid to the closed position. The valve should close (it may take
it a minute or two to close) but probably won’t, because that is the problem, they won’t close! If the sprinklers turn off the valve is working correctly, go to the next valve and start again with step #2. If the valve does not close by itself, you need to throttle the valve. Continue to step #4. 4. To throttle the valve you partially close the flow control
knob. Start by turning it one full turn clockwise. Wait a minute for the valve to close. If it doesn’t close, turn the handle another half turn clockwise. Wait again. If the valve still doesn’t close turn it another half turn. Keep doing this, at some point the valve should suddenly make a whooshing noise and close. If the valve is broken it will never close
by itself and eventually as you close the flow control more and more the sprinkler radius will start becoming noticeably reduced. If that happens you need to repair or replace the valve. But in most cases the valve will close by itself after you have partially closed the flow control. It might take 4-5 complete turns before this happens.
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